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The answer is option 2: he committed suicide  

There are many exact aspects pointing to this: 

 Saturn conjunct the Ascendant immediately points into the direction of his death. 

Mars on the Mc I his natal Chart shows the possibility of a violent death/ gunshot Mars 

(gun) opposite Jupiter, Ruler of the 1st AH House (his body/head) shows he 

pointed a gun on himself. 

 Pluto (death) in the 8th House inconjunct the Nnode shows his violent and fatal 

end 

 Nnode opposite the Sun/Vx in Cancer Sign on the 8th AH House 

 Neptune, death sextile Eq Asc. 

 

 

10 Astrologers participated in the Test. 9 Found the correct answer.  

Susanne even found the reason for his act: he was disappointed in love. 

 

 

Below follow their results in order of receipt. 

 

 

o Irene Knudsen (Germany) 

uses the Ag Harmonic Technique 

 

 Mars elevated and  Pluto in the 8th House two malefics precipitated on Jupiter 

and Sun, both Ruler of the native’s body: violence against the native. 

 Saturn ascending (co Ruler of the 1st ) links to Pluto and the Part of Fortune in the 

8th : 

 Fateful force against himself 

 Mars and Pluto both Ruler of the House of self-undoing 

 End of life (Mars firearm) through his own action 

 Harmonic Pluto links to the native’s Mars (Ruler of his Radix 8th ) and the native 

Mercury/Uranus conjunction: it was a bolt from the blue decision! 

 

 

 

o Erika Eilert-Hein 

uses the Age Harmonic Technique 

 

 Asc. Sagittarius (weapon), conjunct Saturn, Pluto in 8 (ruler of the 12th House) 

 The Moon in Scorpio (ruler of the 8th  House of death) 
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 Ruler of the 4th  house (end of live) Jupiter, in 4 opposite Mars (aggression) 

 Sun conjunct Vx (fateful event) in half sextile to Pluto  

 

 

Biwheel: 

 Mars HA Square to Natal Pluto 

 Natal Mars Sextile AH Pluto 

 

o Pierre le Gal  (France) 

      uses Vedic Astrology 

 

The running period for the event is : Mercury, Saturn 

  

Mercury and Saturn rule the Maraka Houses II and VII, whose signs are their 

mulatrikona. Both make an aspect to the luminaries. Moreover, the Sun rules the 

Ascendant.  

 

 Mercury is conjunct to the Sun and in a nakshatra of the Sun 

 Saturn aspects the Moon and the Sun : they are in the seventh and tenth houses 

from Saturn 

 Saturn signifies longevity and death. Its conjunction to Rahu means a violent 

death      

 

o Susanne Tietgens 

uses Classic astrology/Harmonic 

 

 

Investigation of the Radix, whether suicide is possible for this person: 

Cusp 8 at 28.30 Pisces = Fixed Star SCHEAT 28.33 Pisces = big misfortune, death by 

suicide. So yes, it is possible. 

 

 Solar Arc 

Ascendant in Scorpio opposite natal Saturn (Lord of 5) = depression 

 Progression Secondary Converse  

Biwheel / Base Secondary: Uranus on the 8th House cusp. Antiscion natal Mars 

0.38 Arc Minute accurate / The sudden death by shot 
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 Naibod Arc 

MC 11.04 Lion in quincunx to the point of death on 11.01 Pisces (point of death: 

Ascendant + Saturn - Mars = 341.01 = 11.01 Pisces) 

 Daily Horoscope  

Mars 29.22 Lion quincunx cusp 8 Radix = violent death 

 

 

 Harmonic  

Ascendant Sagittarius / Ruler Jupiter (also Ruler 8th natal House) on cusp 8 Radix 

= death by suicide 
 

 

Speculation 

The background could be: Harmonic Ruler AC Jupiter in Sagittarius in the 4th House 

could point to an exaggeration of feelings. Jupiter in Sagittarius is very wild, badly in 

love? Saturn as ruler of the 5th house (Radix) on Harmonic AC: disappointment / 

rejection. Maybe the man first has intense feelings, excited for anything he loved, then 

disappointed and then depressed? 

 

Yes, Susanne, you spotted that right! the reason for his suicide seems to do with disappointment 

in love… 

 

o S.L. Narasimhan (India) 

uses Khullar Cuspal Inter Links using SSL 

 

 

Dasa running at the time of event was Mercury-Sat-Mo-Ra-Sun   

These Dasa lords are not only significator of 1-8-12 but also one of the co-ruling 

planets of death inflicting Houses.   KCIL also stipulates that for a native to commit 

suicide, Prana Lord should be one of the co-ruling Planets of Ascendant and should 

involve 8 & 12 and commit to Ascendant.   In this case, Sun  was Prana Lord.  Sun is 

one of the co-ruling planet of Ascendant and Sun involves 8th house through its Star 

Lord Mars and commits to 1 and 12 through its sub lord.    

 

Virtual Tansit:    Progressed position of Ascendant SSL Saturn which is Bhukti lord 

is significator of 1-8-12.  Progressed Moon's co-ruling Planets are significator of 1-8-

12 in the progressed chart. 

 

Transit:   Transit of  Sun and Moon  and slow moving Planets Jupiter and Saturn 

agree with the event. 
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o Serge Boissinot (France) 

uses the Solar Return 

 

 

In the Solar Day Chart on September 28th  1983 for the birth place at TU 0H13 a.m, 

Asc 3°13 in Taurus : 

 

 the Moon (star of change), Ruler of 4th House (of endings) and co-almuten of the 

ASC (physical integrity) opposite Jupiter, Ruler of the 8th  in the 8th House (death) 

and of the 12th H. (psychological crisis), 

 

the native committed suicide (he lost his mind) 

 

 

 Mars (shot) which rules the Part of death in 12th square Jupiter (death).  

 

 

 

o Christy (USA) 

uses Vedic Astrology 

 

 

Below are my findings for Test 45.  I'm using Vedic Astrology.   

 

The man was running Ketu-Ketu-Rahu dasha. Ketu is placed in fatal degree (Mrityu 

Bhaga) and is tightly conjunct the Atmakaraka (self-significator). Ketu is rasi 

aspected by both Saturn and Uranus, bringing a tendency towards depression, 

despair, and instability to the mind.  Natally, the man has a mental illness yoga 

(liable to insanity), and the Moon is afflicted in the rasi, navamsa, and shastiamsa. 

Ketu's lord is Venus, who is maraka for Virgo lagna.    

 

By transit, Pluto is conjunct the man's natal Moon-Ketu conjunction, bringing 

endings and darkness to the mind. To worsen the situation, transit Moon-Rahu is 

also conjunct natal Pluto.   
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o Michèle Modena (France) 

uses the Age Harmonic Technique 

 

 

 Saturn conjunct the Ascendant points in the direction of his death 

 Jupiter, Ruler of the 1st  House, in the 4th House (endings), opposite Mars, Ruler 

of the 12th  (undoing). Mars = bullets, guns, sextile Pluto in the 8th  (death) 

 

 

 

o Anand Ghurye (India) 

uses the Age Harmonic Chart 

 

 

In the Age Harmonic chart ,Saturn very close to Ascendant cusp with close 

aspect to Ascendant and Uranus shows some kind of negative event in his life , 

of his own volition ( Fortuna in the fifth House ) 

 

 

 

 

----- 

 

 

 

Great! Well done everybody. A new Test will be posted to the website round and about 

October 1st. 
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